Do you want to be part of the dynamic and multicultural team behind the
.eu top level domain? Then send your CV today!
EURid is the not-for-profit organization appointed by the European
Commission to operate the .eu and .ею top- level domains. The .eu
domain ranks among the ten largest top-level domains in the world,
connecting 500 million people in 31 countries to one Internet identity.
Almost 4 million .eu names have been registered since the domain
opened for registration in 2005.
EURid is headquartered in Belgium (Diegem), and has satellite offices
in Sweden, the Czech Republic and Italy. Our young organization
employs people from all over the European Union and is the perfect
arena for self-motivated professionals looking to be challenged and
stimulated in their working environment.
For our office in Diegem we are currently looking for a:
Senior Java Developer (m/f)

Description:
As a Senior Java Developer, you will apply your in-depth knowledge of
software design and java frameworks to deliver quality software
applications from architecture to implementation.
Your main tasks and responsibilities will include:







Analysis of business requirements
Design and maintain the platform architecture
Day to day programming in Java
Development of APIs and data modules
Testing and bug fixing
Code review and maintenance

Profile:






You have a university degree in computer science or equivalent by
experience
You have relevant work experience of more than 8 years as a
developer
You have an in-depth knowledge of Java technology
You have experience in design and architecture of complex systems
You have experience in Agile methodologies





You are an experienced Linux user
You are a team-worker, but able to work independently
You are fluent in English and either Dutch or French

Technical skills:


Expert knowledge of the following technologies
 Latest version of the Spring framework (Spring Core, Spring MVC,
Spring Security, Spring AOP)
 Hibernate/JPA
 SQL
 Message Queues (RabbitMQ, Apache ActiveMQ, ...)
 REST api design
 Maven
 JUnit
 Knowledge of the following technologies is a plus
 Spring batch, Spring integration
 Continuous Integration
 Atlassian tools (JIRA, Confluence, Bamboo, ...)
 Python
 Cucumber
 Git
 Gradle
What we offer:
EURid offers you a challenging job in a young, dynamic and
international environment.
Please send your details to jobsateuriddoteu or contact Els
Verstappen at +32 (0)2/401.27.50 for more information.

